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Thérèse et Dominique
"Sandwich Spot"

by cyclonebill

This popular sandwich shop occupies a busy spot on Rue Dejoncker.
Thérèse et Dominique offers a great range of freshly-made, hearty
sandwiches that make for a great meal no matter what time of the day it
is. The seriously stacked sandwiches employ the freshest, locally
produced ingredients that render a sublime taste to the food. The prices
are just right, the portions are generous and the service is quick; there
isn't much to complain about this place.

Rue Dejoncker 23, Brussels

Maison Antoine
"Best Fries in Belgium"

by Drow male

A traditional Belgian favorite, this fry stand is the oldest in Belgium. Large
potatoes are cut into thick strips and fried to golden perfection, then
served in a paper cone or even on a baguette with a hot dog. A dozen or
so different sauces are the perfect accompaniment. The line is usually
quite long for this popular frite stand, but the delicious and simple comfort
food is more than worth it. Grab your order from Maison Antoine and head
to one of the nearest bistros to enjoy with a nice cold brew and watch as
the world passes you by.

+32 2 230 5456

www.maisonantoine.be

Place Jourdan 1, Brussels

Mamma Roma Jourdan
"Tasty Pizzas"
Mamma Roma Jourdan opened in 2007 and is a popular spot for pizza
lovers. This pizza al taglio styled restaurant serves delicious pies priced by
the weight. They have a wide choice and their toppings are generous. If
you can't make it, they also deliver if you live nearby.
by
Muffet
+32
2 640 6940

www.mammaroma.com/fr

jourdan@mammaroma.be

La Maison des Crêpes
"Traditional Sweet Pancake"

by Edsel L

+32 47 595 7368

For over a hundred years, the most delicious pancakes have been baked
in this house, in the traditional way, in a cast iron frying-pan and with
worthwhile ingredients. Taste the plain crepes with sugar or syrup, always
a classic. If you are not in the mood for something sweet, you can also
order savory crepes. The decor is classic style with old tables and chairs,
but very tasteful. The crepes are always made fresh, so the wonderful
smell of this treat is never far away.
Zuidstraat 13, Brussels

Place Jourdan 37, Brussels

Noordzee
"Amazing Seafood in Brussels"
Noordzee, or La Mer du Nord, is an outdoor seafood bar that serves some
of Brussels' best seafood. The freshness of their fish is undeniable, and
you can even purchase fish to cook at home. This restaurant is a fast stop
for fresh seafood. If you want to enjoy your seafood there, the busy
square where the restaurant is located provides a lively ambiance.
by Michel wal

+32 2 513 1192

www.vishandelnoordzee.b
e/en/

info@vishandelnoordzee.b
e

Rue Sainte Catherine 45,
Brussels
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